FOUNDATION BUILDER
SYLLABUS OF ASSESSMENT TEST - 3 (BORIVALI CENTER)
STD : 9TH, 10TH

TEST DATE : 18- MAY-2014 (SUNDAY)
TIME : 9 -11am

STD : 9th FOUNDATION BUILDER

Physics : 1. Kinematics -2 (Projectile Motion)
          2. Newton’s Law of Motion
          3. Work & Power

Chemistry : 1. Chemical Bonding

Maths : 1. Mensuration

STD : 10th FOUNDATION BUILDER

Physics : 1. Kinematics -2 (Projectile Motion)
          2. Circular Motion
          3. Gravitation

Chemistry : 1. Chemical Bonding

Maths : 1. Functions

ALL THE BEST TO ALL STUDENTS